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02. How is a workplace investigation usually
commenced?

Australia
Author: Joydeep Hor , Kirryn West James , Chris Oliver

A workplace investigation will generally be triggered by an employee making a complaint; however, issues
may also be brought to the attention of an employer through an anonymous tip, by suppliers or contractors,
from customers or because of observations and hearsay.

Complaints can be made directly to Human Resources (HR), anonymously, by email to a line manager or a
third party. While complaints do not need to be written and can be informal, brief or verbal, complaints of
this nature can make the process harder and more information may be required.

The receipt of a complaint does not necessarily mean that an employer needs to undertake an investigation
immediately. A grievance policy ordinarily contains a multi-step approach to dealing with complaints,
starting with internal resolution options such as informal discussions, conciliation and mediation. However,
an investigation should be commenced where:

the complaint alleges serious misconduct or unlawful conduct;
the employer is required to conduct a workplace investigation as per an employment contract, policy,
procedure or industrial instrument; or
the complaint is complex and requires clarity on what has occurred to establish the facts.
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Greece
Author: Angeliki Tsatsi , Anna Pechlivanidi , Pinelopi Anyfanti , Katerina Basta

Internal investigations can be initiated either upon a complaint or report by an employee, (or other persons
providing services or seeking employment, etc) in the workplace or by the employer as part of their
managerial right.
If from an employee, the complaint or report may fall within the scope of an internal disciplinary procedure,
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if any, or may concern an alleged workplace violence or harassment incident, or fall within the scope of
L.4990/2022 on the protection of persons who report breaches of Union law.  

Reports by whistleblowers are submitted to the manager with responsibility for receiving and monitoring
reports, a person appointed for that purpose under L.4990/2022. Complaints for incidents and harassment
in the workplace can also be submitted, according to L.4808/2022, to the person or internal body
specifically assigned to receive such complaints. Both laws require the employer to define the persons
competent for receiving and monitoring complaints or reports and notifying the employees stricto sensu
and any other persons falling within the scope of the respective provisions.
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Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

Internal investigations are usually initiated after reports about possible violations of the employer's code of
conduct, applicable laws or regulations have been submitted by employees to their superiors, the human
resources department or designated internal reporting systems such as hotlines (including whistleblowing
hotlines).

For an internal investigation to be initiated, there must be a reasonable suspicion (grounds).[1] If no such
grounds exist, the employer must ask the informant for further or more specific information. If no grounds
for reasonable suspicion exists, the case must be closed. If grounds for reasonable suspicion exist, the
appropriate investigative steps can be initiated by a formal investigation request from the company
management.[2]

 

[1] Claudia Fritsche, Interne Untersuchungen in der Schweiz: Ein Handbuch für regulierte Finanzinstitute
und andere Unternehmen, Zürich/St. Gallen 2013, p. 21.

[2] Klaus Moosmayer, Compliance, Praxisleitfaden für Unternehmen, 2. A. München 2015, N 314.
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